
On another note, we are also
delighted to add another software
brand to our linecard, Knowb34, the
security awareness training software
company that helps users manage
their security efforts. We recently
became a partner for Knowb4 and
joined forces with them to provide
competitive pricing to our customer
- the Chicago Transit Authority. We
are happy to have helped deliver
and connect our customer to
Knowb4's products and services,
and establish a new partnership
along the way!

From Kambrian's IT solutions to the
low-voltage side of the bussiness,
Kambrian continues to
unwaveringly service its customers,
providing competitive and timely
pricing for hardware, software and
installations to Work From Home
(WFH) efficiently. Already in the
beginning of the Autumn months,
Kambrian has supported over 30
State & Local Government accounts
and Small Business with WFH
technological solutions. We are
proud to be of service to our
customers during this time, when
being conntected with our peers
virtually has become more crucial
than ever.

In other news, Kambrian recently
renewed a Multiple Task Order
Contract (MTOC) with the Los Angeles
Community Colleges District for
construction services. Kambrian is
eager to provide our cabling expertise
for LACCD's upcoming projects.
Kambrian and their dedicated team of
technicians appreciate this
opportunity to provide our expertise
to education institutions in California! 

In addition to renewing the MTOC with
the LA Community Colleges District,
Kambrian is  happy to announce that
we also recently renewed our Local
Small Business Enterprise (LSBE)
Certification with the County of Los
Angeles. Kambrian is in its 11th year of
being a devote reseller for LA County.
We are happy to continue on this
endeavor to serve as a relible resource
for our LA County customer
throughout their procurement
processes.  
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From novelties in our sales,
hardware, and low-voltage
businesses to inside news on our
internal operations, Kambrian aims
to keep customers informed. Keep
reading to get the latest scoop.

Call us for your IT requirements!

NEW TEAM MEMBERS 

Kendall Brauer

We want to give a warm welcome to one of
our new Technical Sales Managers. We're
happy to have you join the Kambrian IT
sales team, Kendall!


